There are several factors to consider when it comes to always-on Unified Communications and Collaboration (UC&C) private hosted managed services. Whether your team seeks the benefits of enhanced control and privacy, the means to customize your cloud environment to tailor highly-targeted, business-critical objectives, or the ability of a private cloud to afford the scalability of a public cloud, each preference is more than valid. **Private Poly Hosted Managed Service** is aimed at meeting your specific needs.

Delivered by the Poly Customer Management Center, the Private Poly Hosted Managed Service provides always-on, cost-effective, wide-scale, and multi-point video conferencing, and allows up to 180 participants in a single high-definition (HD) conference. Backed by a secure path for supported, standards-based, internet-enabled video endpoints, it offers call processing and video bridging resources, as well as advanced dial-plan management to support external connectivity. Your team can also request an increase in the concurrent connections usage capacity (CU) and a bursting capacity of 25% on the increased CU.

The service includes:

- High levels of security, exclusively providing services to authorized users
- Audio-only user support (up to 10 regional phone numbers and up to 50 concurrent calls)
- Advantages from cloud computing including increased elasticity and scalability
- Multiple control and adaptation options

Customers must provide MPLS or direct network connection to the Poly data center for endpoint connectivity to the managed infrastructure.

**POLY PRIVATE HOSTED MANAGED SERVICE**

**PRIVATE SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS**

**BENEFITS**

- Rely on hosting at a Poly-provided data center and the virtual extension of your corporate network
- Take advantage of One Touch Dial calendar integration, Microsoft integration, browser-based connectivity, and 24x7 service desk support
- Depend on industry-best-practices for connecting your protected infrastructure solution through a firewall traversal solution
- Use the Network Readiness Workshop to evaluate your network ahead of carrying real-time media workloads

**CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED POLY PARTNER FOR MORE DETAILS.**